cheung Even so, the evidence of the early philologists was so strong, that for the proponents of a "foreign free" Qurʾānic reading, the similarities between some of the Arabic forms and their foreign counterparts were just coincidental, or at least, Arabic happened to use those forms first in the Qurʾān, which is the position of al-Ṭabarī in his famous Tafsīr of the Qurʾān.
The more pragmatic argument was later suggested by the Egyptian scholar and Qurʾān exegete al-Suyūṭī (1445-1505ce), viz. that indeed the Qurʾān was in plain Arabic, but the ancient Arabs merely assimilated words from other civilisations in such a way they have become part ("perfected") of the Arabic language. Al-Suyūṭī also attempted to classify those originally non-Arabic elements of the Qurʾān in several groups, according to language, viz. borrowings from Ethiopic, Persian, Greek, Indian, right down to "Zanji" and Berber. Many of these assumptions were little more that guesses based on a certain resemblance in form or meaning.
It is only with better understanding and discoveries of those languages among the European scholars that we are now able to assign a foreign provenance on a firmer philological footing. A comprehensive overview of the modern researches on the foreign forms in Qurʾānic Arabic was published by Arthur Jeffery in 1938 (repr. 2007): The Foreign Vocabulary Of The Qurʾān. It is from this publication that I have collected my Qurʾānic forms of probable Iranian origin. Since Jeffery we now have at our disposal a panoply of relevant Middle Iranian texts, which have been edited and published together with auxiliary tools, such as dictionaries. I will therefore assess these forms from my background as an iranist. It must be emphasized though that the so-called "Iranian" source is mainly from Middle Persian (as attested in Pahlavi and Central Asian Manichean texts) and Parthian2 (chiefly preserved in Manichaean texts).
Not only from Jeffery, but also Ciancaglini's most recent publication on Iranian loanwords in Syriac (Ciancaglini 2008) will be extensively consulted too.3 I have assessed the forms according to 3 main criteria:
1. Qurʾānic forms that have come from Iranian, via a different language, most often from Aramaic.
